Ground-based Navigation
• Ground-based navigation uses 3 main data types -Radiometric data types (two-way range and Doppler) to get spacecraft line-of-sight range and range-rate information from Deep Space Network tracking station -Delta Differential One-way Range (DDOR) to get plane-of-sky angular position of s/c relative to known quasar -Optical data from onboard camera to get target relative angular measurements, used on approach to target (primarily planetary satellites and small bodies)
• Tracking data obtained using 3 Deep Space Network complexes • All data processed on ground to compute orbit solution • Ground-based maneuvers computed and uplinked to spacecraft • Limited by light-time, turnaround time to compute and validate solutions and maneuvers • Used successfully on missions to all planets (except Pluto), several small bodies, for many mission types (orbiters, landers, etc.) Why Autonomy?
• 
Autonomous Navigation Overview
• Place certain computational elements of navigation onboard a spacecraft so it can compute its own orbit and maneuvers to achieve desired target conditions • Current version of autonav is based solely on optical data -Optical data is inherently easier to schedule and process -Unlike radio data, does not require the use of DSN antennas -Does not depend on Earth-based parameters which need to be updated 
Interplanetary Cruise -Optical Triangulation
• Two lines-of-sight vectors to two beacon asteroids provides instantaneous position fix • Stars in camera FOV provide inertial pointing direction of camera boresight --at least 2 stars needed for accurate determination of camera twist • In reality, two beacons will rarely ever be in the same FOV, and in any case, need better geometry than provided with two images in narrow angle camera • Individual LOS sightings incorporated into orbit determination filter 
Optical Triangulation
• Accuracy of triangulation method dependent on several factors:
-Ability to determine exact centers of stars and object in FOV ("centerfinding") -Camera resolution -Distance from s/c to beacon object -Ephemeris knowledge of beacon object
• With given camera and centerfinding ability, angular accuracy of LOS fix is proportional to distance of beacons from s/c and knowledge of beacons ephemeris • Asteroids make better beacon targets due to their proximity and number • As target becomes nearer, it becomes sole beacon Flyby and/or Impact Navigation
• Target body becomes "extended" --size greater than a pixel element • Series of angular measurements of target computed by finding center-of-brightness or other region on target body • Measurements combined in filter with a priori estimate of target relative position and velocity used to update target relative state to high accuracy • Due to large difference in brightness between stars and target, image processing done in starless mode -Inertial camera pointing taken directly from IMU data, which is not as good as using the stars -IMU bias and drift must be accounted for in filter to avoid aliasing attitude effects with translational motion
Orbit Determination
• Individual LOS fixes incorporated into filter to estimate complete s/c state -Position and velocity -Other parameters (solar radiation pressure, thruster mismodelling accelerations, gas leaks, etc)
• OD filter -Linearization of dynamical equations of motion around reference trajectory -Partial derivatives of observables (pixel/line centers of beacon in FOV) with respect to state parameters used to form information matrix -Residual vector obtained from difference of observed beacon locations and predicts from reference trajectory -Solution at epoch obtained using batch least-squares formulation to solve normal equations
• Dynamical equations of motion -Central body gravitation and 3rd body perturbations from planets -Solar radiation pressure and thruster accelerations -Integrated using Runge-Kutta 7-8 order integrator
Maneuver Computation
• Based on OD results, map filtered solution to desired target conditions • Determine miss distance from projected to desired target • At predetermined times, compute velocity adjustment needed to achieve desired target • Reconstruct achieved maneuver after execution using OD process • OR…continuous control of thrust pointing vector for ion propulsion system (e.g. DS1)
DS1 • Mission timeline -Launched on October 24, 1998 -Encounter with asteroid Braille on July 29, 1999 (completed primary technology validation mission).
• Demonstrated cruise autonav • Failed to track Braille during flyby.
-Due to grossly low signal from the APS camera channel (cause: inadequate camera calibration and extremely inopportune presentation geometry). 
